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Abstract

Code compression techniques might be useful to meet code size constraints in embedded systems. In the average case, the impact of code compression on the performance is double-edged: on one side, the number of accesses to memory hierarchy is reduced because several instructions are coded in a single word, and this is likely to reduce the execution time; on the other side, the decompression penalty increases the processing time of compressed instructions. Nevertheless, experimental results show that the execution time might be lowered by code compression.

In this paper, our goal is to analyze the impact of code compression on the estimated Worst-Case Execution Time of critical tasks that must meet at the same time code size constraints and timing deadlines. Changes in the access patterns to the instruction cache are indeed likely to alter the accuracy of the cache analysis within the process of determining the WCET.

Experimental results show that, besides reducing the code size, our code compression scheme also improves the WCET estimates in most of the cases.

1. Introduction

Embedded systems are often constrained in terms of different criteria like code size, execution time or energy consumption. Various techniques have been proposed to improve one of these criteria: code compression schemes aim at reducing the code size, compiler optimizations help in improving the execution time and various approaches determine the best placement of instructions and data in the memory space to limit the energy requirements.

However, the impact of the techniques that improve one of the criteria onto the other ones is seldom analyzed. It is the goal of the French MORE\textsuperscript{1} project to get insight into such board effects and to determine sets of code transformations that jointly improve several criteria.

In this paper, we focus on the impact of code compression techniques on the execution time and more particularly on the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) of time-critical software.

Code compression reduces the code size by compacting the original code into a non executable format. At runtime, a decompression step is needed to retrieve the initial code. Code compression has been and is still an active research area [5][24]. In this paper, we consider a compression scheme that combines two state-of-the-art approaches [7][21]. A dictionary-based compression algorithm is used to replace sequences of instructions by special instructions that trigger decompression at runtime. Decompression takes place in the processor pipeline, between the fetch and decode stages. This is compatible with wide-issue high performance superscalar architectures, contrary to post-cache decompression, while still leaving compressed code in the instruction cache. Thus, the number of cache misses is reduced which might improve both the execution time and the energy consumption.

To estimate Worst-Case Execution Times, we consider state-of-the-art techniques: the worst-case execution costs of basic blocks are computed using parameterized execution graphs [22], the behavior of the instruction cache is analyzed using abstract interpretation [1][3] and an upper bound of the whole program execution time is derived using the IPET method [19]. All these algorithms can be invoked within the OTAWA framework [6] and have been adapted for this study to take into account the effects of code compression: the execution costs of basic blocks include decompression penalties and the instruction cache analysis considers the instruction addresses in the compressed code.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of code compression techniques and details the algorithm considered in this study. Section 3 presents the strategy used to estimate WCETs and discusses the expected (theoretical) impact of code compression on the

\textsuperscript{1} MORE stands for Multicriteria Optimization for Real-time Embedded systems. This project is supported by the ANR French National Agency for Research.
accuracy of the estimates. The methodology for experiments is detailed in Section 4 and experimental results are provided and analyzed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Code compression

2.1. State-of-the-art

Code compression has been and remains a hot topic [5][24]. The proposed approaches differ in the compression strategy (statistical as Huffman coding, dictionary-based or any combination of both) as well as in the implementation (by software or in hardware) and in the location of the decompression engine: between the cache and the memory for the pre-cache approaches, between the cache and the processor for post-cache schemes or inside the processor core.

A pre-cache decompression engine is only invoked on cache misses: decompression operations are then less frequent than for post-cache schemes but, since the cache contains original (uncompressed) code, the decompression time penalty cannot be balanced by a reduced number of cache misses. This makes it necessary to trade-off between the code size improvement and the execution time degradation [18]. IBM’s Code Pack is an example of pre-cache dictionary-based compression scheme used in some processors of the PowerPC family [16]. Every half-word of a cache line is encoded using a variable-size encoding word. On an instruction cache miss, two compressed cache lines are decompressed and fetched into the cache. For some programs, this might act as a prefetch and balance the decompression timing overhead [18].

Besides reducing the size of the code, compression can also improve the performance and reduce the energy requirements if the compressed code is stored in the instruction cache [21]. However, since post-cache decompression is done on the critical path and is potentially needed on every access to the cache, it must be fast to avoid increasing the processor cycle time or the cache access time. This approach requires coping fast with two addressing spaces, one related to the compressed code and the other one seen by the processor for which the code compression is completely transparent [14][21]. Moreover, post-cache decompression is very hard to implement for superscalar processors and might impair the efficiency of a branch predictor.

Decompression can also be done within the pipeline: it is then very close to the translation engine for micro-coded instructions [7]. This is the solution that we have considered in this paper since it suits any superscalar architecture and avoids handling two address spaces.

Another approach to reduce the size of binary codes consists in using shorter instructions. Some processors support dual-width instruction sets: 16-bit instructions can be used to limit the code size while 32-bit instructions might be preferred to fit performance requirements. The ARM Thumb is the best known example of dual-width instruction sets [11]. The translation of 16-bit instructions into 32-bit codes is immediate in the decode stage. A binary code that uses 16-bit Thumb instructions is typically smaller by 30% than regular code and suffers longer execution times due to the limited expressiveness of 16-bit instructions. To limit the performance degradation, the most frequently executed code regions are usually compiled with 32-bit instructions while less frequently executed regions are compiled with 16-bit instructions.

Code compression techniques are orthogonal to the use of reduced instruction sets since, besides shortening the instruction codes, they exploit their redundancy.

Earlier works report a mean reduction of the code size by 20% with dictionary-based approaches and performance and energy gains that vary according to the applications and to the cache sizes.

As far as we know, the only paper on reducing the code size for real-time applications focuses on the use of a 16-bit instruction set [17]. It shows that it is necessary to trade-off between the reduction of the code size and an increase of the Worst-Case Execution Time. The proposed strategy then consists in limiting the use of 16-bit instructions to code regions that have a little impact on the overall WCET, so that it is not too much degraded.

In this paper, we show that the code compression technique that we considered can improve both the code size and the WCET of hard critical software.

2.2. Compression scheme

In the MORE project, we decided to use a post-cache code compression technique that is likely to optimize at the same time the code size and the energy consumption. Since our intention is to consider high-performance processors, we have opted for in-pipeline decompression that, in addition, avoids the complexity of handling different address spaces. Since the decompression overhead was critical, we designed dictionary-based compression scheme that might be less efficient (in terms of compression rate) than statistical algorithms but that allows faster decompression.

In our solution, the dictionary contains full instructions. In order to limit the cost of the dictionary and to keep its access time short, it is desirable to restrict its size. Keeping the dictionary small is also necessary to limit the width of the dictionary index ([log(n)] bits are required for an n-entry dictionary), which is important to insure the efficiency of the code compression scheme: the smaller the index width, the better the compression rate. Moreover, a dictionary does not need to hold all
the instructions that appear in the code: when an instruction in the dictionary appears only once in the code, the code size is not improved and even degraded [4] (since the instruction is stored twice: once in the code, in a compressed form, and once in the dictionary).

As far as the dictionary does not hold all the instructions, the compressed code contains both compressed and uncompressed instructions. For our compression scheme design, we have fixed the dictionary size to 256 entries, which is a standard size for hardware implementation and one-cycle decompression [12][21]. Besides, this size allows covering a significant part of the static code and reaching good compression rate even with large applications (the most redundant instructions are generally not numerous).

Our compression scheme replaces two or three successive instructions present in the dictionary by one 32-bit encoding instruction (ISA-width encoding avoid alignment issues). This encoding instruction is composed of an invalid code operation of the target ISA, two information bits and three 8-bit slots that contain the index of the dictionary entries that store the corresponding instructions. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Absolute branch instructions can be included in the dictionary by patching them afterwards. Relative jumps can also be included if the jump displacement is nullified and the patched relative value is encoded into the encoding instruction.

Figure 1. Encoding instructions

The main issue of a dictionary-based compression scheme is how the dictionary is built. To maximize code size reduction, it is preferable to include the most statically repeated instructions whereas selecting the most executed instructions favours the reduction of the number of instruction cache misses. To benefit from both code size and cache miss rate improvement, our compression scheme builds P% of the dictionary with the most executed instructions and fills the remaining entries with the most statically repeated instructions. Once the dictionary is built, sequences of instructions that are in the dictionary are encoded. To avoid impairing branch prediction, only instructions that belong to the same basic block can be encoded together.

2.3. Decompression

Decompression is done in the processor pipeline. A decompression stage must be added except if the processor already has a stage for translation of micro-coded instructions into instructions as in the Intel IA-32 architecture. The decompression stage is placed between the fetch and the decode stages. Non-compressed instructions are simply forwarded to the decode stage. In case of a compressed instruction, extra cycles are needed to access the dictionary. As the dictionary is much smaller and less complex than a cache, a one-cycle access is feasible. The dictionary access fills the pipeline with two or three new instructions depending on the number of instructions encoded into a single one.

3. WCET analysis

3.1. General overview

The estimation of Worst-Case Execution Times (WCETs) usually includes three steps: the flow analysis determines flow facts like loop bounds and infeasible paths [2][9][10][13][15]; the low-level analysis computes the worst-case execution costs of basic blocks taking into account the specifications of the target hardware [20][22][23]; and finally the WCET computation combines the flow facts and the execution costs to find out the longest path and its execution time [19].

The low-level analysis step is in turn split into two sub-steps: the first one examines the behavior of history-based components (mainly the instruction and data caches) and the second one computes the execution cost of each basic block when executed in the pipeline.

Since code compression has no impact on flow facts, we focus, in this paper, on the low-level analysis.

3.2. Instruction cache analysis and computation of execution costs

Instruction cache analysis. The most popular technique to analyze the behavior of the instruction cache is based on the determination of Abstract Cache States (ACS): an ACS is the set of concrete cache states that are possible at a given point in the Control Flow Graph (CFG) during the execution of the program [1]. It associates a set s of possible l-blocks to each cache line.

2 An l-block results from the projection of the CFG on the cache line map: a cache line that contains instructions belonging to n different basic blocks is considered as n l-blocks.
Abstract interpretation techniques [8] are used to compute abstract cache states in input and output of each basic block. The Update function computes the output ACS of a basic block from its input ACS, and the Join function merges the output ACS of all the predecessors of a basic block to produce its input ACS. The Update and Join functions are applied repeatedly until the algorithm reaches a fixed point.

This process is applied to May and Must analyses that determine the set \( s \) of \( l \)-blocks that may (resp. must) be in the cache at each program point. A third analysis, called Persistence analysis, is used to detect \( l \)-blocks that belong to a loop body and remain in the cache between successive iterations (but might miss at the first iteration).

Finally, the results of the May, Must and Persistence analysis are used to assign a category to each \( l \)-block among: Always Hit (each fetch is guaranteed to hit in the cache), Always Miss (each fetch is guaranteed to miss), Not Classified (the analysis is not able to predict a fixed issue for this fetch) and Persistent (the fetch misses each time the heading loop is entered and hits while the loop iterates).

**Execution cost computation.** The execution cost of a basic block also depends on the history. The possible states of the pipeline when the block starts executing can be determined using abstract interpretation techniques, as in [23]. However, to keep the analysis cost (as well in terms of memory space as in terms of computation time), we have developed another technique that considers any possible pipeline state without enumerating them one by one [22]. It is based on execution graphs that express the data, control and structural dependencies between instructions and computes the possible instruction schedules as a function of the state of the pipeline when the block starts executing. From these possible schedules, an upper bound of the execution cost is derived. This technique is much faster than the one that uses abstract interpretation, at the cost of a limited loss of accuracy.

**Integration of cache miss penalties in execution costs.** The instruction cache and the pipeline are often analyzed in a totally decoupled manner: the block execution costs are estimated considering cache hits and a penalty is added for each possible miss detected by the instruction cache analysis. While very convenient, this approach is not safe when the processor has not been proved “timing-anomaly-free”. The term of “timing anomaly” refers to situations where, by example, an increase of the latency of an instruction by \( i \) cycles leads to an increase of the block execution time by more than \( i \) cycles. As far as the instruction cache is concerned, this means that the block execution cost with a cache miss might be shorter than with a cache hit.

It is generally hard to prove that a processor is not prone to timing anomalies. In this case, a safe approach is to compute the possible costs of each basic block considering all the possible cache behaviours (for all the instructions of the block). As said before, \( l \)-blocks that have been classified as Always Hit or Always Miss have a fixed latency, while those labelled as Not Classified can experience either a hit or a miss latency. Thus, for the latter, both latencies must be considered when computing the block cost which means that, if \( n \) \( l \)-blocks in the basic block are Not Classified, as many as \( 2^n \) costs must be evaluated (and the maximum value is kept). Fortunately, cache analysis is usually accurate enough to limit the number of Not Classified \( l \)-blocks. Persistent \( l \)-blocks might undergo a miss latency when the heading loop is entered and always hit when the loop iterates. Again, both cases must be considered and two block costs must be computed: one for each entrance into the loop, and one for the other iterations. If \( n \) \( l \)-blocks in the block are Persistent, they generally have the same heading loop and then exhibit the same behaviour (they all hit or all miss). Then only two costs have to be computed for all these instructions.

This can be illustrated considering the example given in Figure 2. In this example, basic block \( b_j \) contains six \( l \)-blocks that belong to different categories. Three \( l \)-blocks are Persistent with two different headers. For this basic block, eight cost values must be computed. They are listed in Table 1 (‘H’ stands for hit and ‘M’ for miss). For Persistent and Not Classified \( l \)-blocks, both cases (hit and miss) must be considered. When two \( l \)-blocks are Persistent with the same header (\( lb_3 \) and \( lb_2 \)), they must have the same behaviour.

![Figure 2. Example.](image-url)
The decompression penalty of compressed instructions must be taken into account when estimating block costs. It is expected to have an impact equivalent to the one it has on the observed execution time.

In addition, code compression is likely to have an impact on the results of the instruction cache analysis. The reason for this is that it is expected to alter the number of l-blocks in the program as well as their size.

Figure 3 is a reminder of how l-blocks are built: in this example, basic block $b$ has three l-blocks, one that we describe as full since it corresponds to a complete cache line and two that we describe as partial since they share their cache lines with other l-blocks that belong to basic blocks $b-1$ and $b+1$. Each basic block contains $f$ full l-blocks, where $f$ can take any value, including zero, and $p$ partial l-blocks with $p$ in $\{0, 1, 2\}$. The number of full l-blocks depends on the basic block length and the number of partial l-blocks depends on its alignment with respect to cache line boundaries.

Let us now discuss what can change when the code is compressed. Figure 4 shows the possible impact on the example code of Figure 3. Here, we assume that several instructions are compressed. As a result, the length of basic block $b$ is decreased from 7 to 3 instructions and it has now a single (partial) l-block. More generally, code compression shortens the basic blocks and is then likely to reduce their number of full l-blocks. The impact on the number of partial l-block is less predictable since it depends on the alignment to cache line boundaries.
4. Methodology

4.1. Implementation of code compression and WCET analysis

All the techniques involved in this study have been implemented within the OTAWA framework [6]. OTAWA comes as a library that provides a series of classes and tools used for WCET analysis.

Our code compression scheme has been implemented within OTAWA. Two new Code Analysis passes have been developed: the first one scans the binary code to compute the frequency of static instructions and the second one simulate the program execution to determine the dynamic frequency of the instructions. These passes have been complemented with a Dictionary Builder that is parameterized by the proportion $P$ of the dictionary that must be filled with the instructions that exhibit the highest dynamic frequency. Finally, we implemented the Code Compressor that tries to build as many full (i.e. including three original instructions) encoding instructions as possible, while respecting basic block boundaries. The computation of the addresses in the compressed code, including the branch targets, is done after the encoding.

In order to avoid the cost of developing a compressed code generator and a compressed code loader for WCET analysis, our code compression algorithm annotates the Control Flow Graph of the program under analysis to indicate which instructions are compressed and what their addresses in the compressed code are. Then the same CFG can be used to analyze both the original and the compressed code.

To handle compressed code, both the execution cost computation part (building of execution graphs) and the block builder have been modified to consider the addresses of compressed instructions.

OTAWA also includes a cycle-level simulator built on the SystemC library. This simulator has been modified to include the decompression engine.

4.2. Experimental procedure

So far, OTAWA is not able to consider several cost values for each basic block, related to the different possible cache behaviors found by the preliminary cache analysis. It considers instead a single cost value which is the maximum of all the computed values for the basic block. In order to obtain results that correctly reflect the accuracy of the cache analysis, we have decided to compute estimated WCETs from flow information determined by profiling. The program under analysis is simulated and the execution count $x_{ij}$ of each two-block sequence $b_i$-$b_j$ is observed. Then what we refer to as the WCET in this paper is estimated as:

$$WCET = \sum_{x_{ij} \in S} \left( x_{ij} - \max_{h \in H_{ij}} (x_h) \right) c_{ij}^* + \max_{h \in H_{ij}} (x_h) c_{ij}^{>1}$$

where $S$ is the set of possible two-block sequences, $c_{ij}^{>1}$ is the maximum cost of block $b_j$ in sequence $b_i$-$b_j$, computed considering that the $l$-blocks of $b_i$ that have been classified as Persistent miss (first loop iterations) and $c_{ij}^{*}$ the maximum cost computed when they hit (other iterations). These maximum cost values are estimated considering both possibilities for all the Not Classified $l$-blocks. The set of loop header edges related to the Persistent $l$-blocks is denoted as $H_{ij}$ and $x_h$ is the execution count observed for an header edge. Whenever the block contains several Persistent $l$-blocks with different headers, a maximum value is computed considering all the possible cost values, which is likely to generate overestimation. Fortunately, this case is rather infrequent. When the block does not contain any Persistent $l$-block, $\max(x_{ij})$ is null.

To illustrate this formula, let us consider the example given in Figure 2 and Table 1. In this example, the contribution of basic block $b_j$ to the estimated WCET would be computed as:

$$C_{i,j}^* = \max(C_{ij}^{[1]}, C_{ij}^{[2]}, C_{ij}^{[3]}, C_{ij}^{[5]}, C_{ij}^{[6]}, C_{ij}^{[7]})$$

$$C_{i,j}^{>1} = \max(C_{ij}^{[10]}, C_{ij}^{[4]})$$

This way, we estimate the Worst-Case Execution Time related to the flow facts obtained by profiling. For some of the benchmarks, the input data really drive the execution on to the longest path. For other ones, we were not able to determine the worst-case input data and thus the profiled execution path might not be the worst-case path. Nevertheless, we estimated the WCET for this path which makes sense since our goal is to analyze the accuracy of the cache and pipeline analysis, not that of the flow analysis.

4.3. Benchmarks

For the experiments, we used the benchmarks listed in Table 2. Most of them come from the collection hosted on the Mälardalen University website [26], which is often used for WCET analysis experiments. The seg code, that we have developed, implements well-known algorithms, includes three functions that are considered as three benchmarks (but reside in the same executable file): seg1 corresponds to the function that finds regions of adjacent similar pixels in the image, seg2 refers to the function that fuses adjacent regions and seg3 relates to the function that fuses pixels that belong to fused regions. We also have developed the airbag benchmark that implements the algorithms described in [25].
4.4. Processor architecture and cache configuration

Since we were mainly interested in the effects of code compression on the analysis of the cache instruction, we have considered a simple pipeline configuration: two-way superscalar, with in-order execution, no branch prediction and a perfect data cache (i.e. all the accesses to data hit in the cache).

We have considered several instruction cache configurations with a cache line size of 16 or 32 bytes and a cache size ranging from 128 to 2048 bytes (to get realistic results for small benchmarks). In all cases, the instruction cache has been considered as 4-way set associative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adpcm</td>
<td>Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crc</td>
<td>Cyclic Redundancy Check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compress</td>
<td>Data compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matmul</td>
<td>Matrix multiplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsischneu</td>
<td>Simulation of a Petri net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg1, seg2, seg3</td>
<td>Image segmentation (3 steps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airbag</td>
<td>Airbag control software</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Set of benchmarks.

4.5. Code compression

Code compression is parameterized by the proportion of the dictionary that is built from dynamic instruction profiles instead of static code information. In a preliminary study, we have found that, for most of the benchmarks, a value of $P=75\%$ limits the degradation of the reduction in code size (compared to $P=0\%$) while increasing the quantity of compressed code fetched into the cache at runtime (which is maximum when $P=100\%$). This way, code compression is effective while also improving the execution time and the energy consumption. This is why we considered $P=75\%$ in our experiments.

5. Experimental results

5.1. Impact of code compression on the code size and on the observed execution time

Let us first examine how the code compression scheme is efficient in reducing the code size. Table 3 gives the compression rate for all the benchmarks considered in this paper: the first column indicates the raw compression rate of the text section while the second column accounts for the dictionary data into the compressed code size (these data might be included in the executable file and loaded into the dictionary before starting the execution). Since we do not analyze the execution time of the whole codes, but only that of the main function, we report in Table 4 the code size reduction of this function (this ignores the prologue and epilogue as well as unreached library functions). Sizes are given in bytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Compression rate</th>
<th>Compression rate including dictionary cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adpcm</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crc</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compress</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsischneu</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg(1,2,3)</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airbag</td>
<td>31.8%</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Code size reduction of the whole benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Size of original code</th>
<th>Size of compressed code</th>
<th>Compression rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adpcm</td>
<td>4 040</td>
<td>3 164</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crc</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>53.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compress</td>
<td>1 820</td>
<td>1 212</td>
<td>33.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsischneu</td>
<td>3 092</td>
<td>1 744</td>
<td>43.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg1</td>
<td>1 052</td>
<td>1 020</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg2</td>
<td>1 600</td>
<td>1 564</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg3</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>932</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airbag</td>
<td>9 076</td>
<td>5 196</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Code size reduction of the analyzed functions

Now, as said before, the impact of code compression on the execution time is hard to predict because the penalty due to the decompression scheme might be balanced by the gain due to a lower number of accesses to the instruction cache. Figure 5 shows the variation in the observed execution time when the code is compressed. The different sets of bars relate to different cache configurations. For most of the benchmarks, the execution time is sometimes noticeably decreased, in particular for small caches and small cache lines.

These results can be explained considering the impact of code compression on the number of instruction cache misses per instructions. For some of the benchmarks (adpcm, seg1, seg2 and seg3) and cache configurations (larger than 512 bytes for crc, compress and nsischneu), the number of misses per executed instruction in the original code is very low, as shown in Table 5. This means that cache misses do not contribute much to the execution time. As a consequence, the reduction in cache misses due to code compression improves only slightly the execution time. Note that the execution time is even increased for seg3 with cache
configuration 32-128: this is due to the fact that the number of accesses to the cache is unexpectedly increased by code compression, which might be due to changes into the alignment of the code with respect to cache line boundaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cache size (bytes)</th>
<th>line = 16 bytes</th>
<th>line = 32 bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adpcm</td>
<td>0.7% 0.7% 0.3% 0.4% 0.4% 0.2%</td>
<td>0.7% 0.7% 0.3% 0.4% 0.4% 0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crc</td>
<td>7.9% 0.3% 0.2% 6.3% 0.2% 0.1%</td>
<td>7.9% 0.3% 0.2% 6.3% 0.2% 0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compress</td>
<td>27.4% 1.9% 1.9% 18.6% 1.0% 1.0%</td>
<td>27.4% 1.9% 1.9% 18.6% 1.0% 1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsischneu</td>
<td>17.4% 4.5% 4.5% 16.9% 2.3% 2.3%</td>
<td>17.4% 4.5% 4.5% 16.9% 2.3% 2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg1</td>
<td>2.0% 1.4% 0.2% 1.2% 0.8% 0.1%</td>
<td>2.0% 1.4% 0.2% 1.2% 0.8% 0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg2</td>
<td>0.5% 0.2% 0.1% 1.0% 0.1% 0.0%</td>
<td>0.5% 0.2% 0.1% 1.0% 0.1% 0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg3</td>
<td>1.6% 0.5% 0.5% 6.1% 0.3% 0.3%</td>
<td>1.6% 0.5% 0.5% 6.1% 0.3% 0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airbag</td>
<td>25.8% 7.9% 4.8% 5.8% 4.3% 2.5%</td>
<td>25.8% 7.9% 4.8% 5.8% 4.3% 2.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Mean number of instruction cache misses per executed instruction in the original code

On the contrary, when the original code exhibits a significant number of cache misses per instruction (which is the case with 128-byte cache configurations for airbag, crc, compress and nsischneu), the decrease of the number brought by code compression is larger.

Figure 5. Impact of code compression on the observed execution time

The results above show that code compression, while mainly intended to reduce the code size, also improves the execution time in the average case. In the following section, we will check whether this is still true in the worst-case.

5.2. Impact of code compression on the Worst-Case Execution Time

The impact of code compression on the estimated Worst-Case Execution Time is shown in Figure 7 and Table 6 compares the average variation of the observed execution time (over all the benchmarks) to that of the WCET. On a mean, code compression improves the WCET less than the observed execution time for small caches and more than the observed execution time for larger caches. This respectively corresponds to a decrease or an increase of the WCET estimation accuracy. However, the impact in the WCET is noticeably different from one benchmark to the other one.

To validate the hypothesis that the lower improvement on the WCET than on the observed execution time is due to a loss of accuracy in the cache analysis, we have carried out some experiments considering perfect (always-hit) instructions caches. They showed that the WCET of the compressed code is almost the same as that of the original code, for every benchmark and cache configuration. This confirms that code compression sometimes impairs the instruction cache analysis.

Figure 6. Impact of code compression on the WCET

Table 6. Impact of code compression on the mean observed and worst-case execution times

As mentioned in Section 3.3, code compression has an impact on the profiles of l-blocks. The curves in Figure 7 show that the rate of partial l-blocks is significantly increased for most of the benchmarks. The increase is greater with 16-byte cache lines because the proportion of partial l-blocks is already high in the original code with 32-byte lines (many basic blocks are shorter than 8 instructions).

Benchmarks that have few instruction cache misses per instruction do not see their estimated WCET much improved by code compression (in the same way as their observed execution time is not impacted). This is the case of adpcm, seg1, seg2 and seg3.
Other benchmarks, like compress and nsischneu have their estimated WCET improved by code compression while their observed execution was not impacted (larger cache configurations). A look at the l-block categories for nsischneu reveals that the number of Always Miss l-blocks is cut by about 45% in the compressed code compared to the original code, which reflects that the spatial locality is improved. At the same time, the number of Not Classified l-blocks is cut by 50% to 70% (depending on the cache configuration) and this significantly helps the accuracy of WCET estimation. This explanation also holds for compress.

Finally, two benchmarks, crc and airbag, exhibit a reduction of their WCET mainly for small cache configurations.

![Figure 7. Impact of code compression on the number of partial l-blocks](image)

To sum up, our code compression scheme tends to improve the accuracy of WCET estimates through an increased precision of the cache analysis. It can then beneficially be implemented in systems subjected both to time and memory size constraints.

6. Conclusion

Embedded systems often have to meet constraints of different nature: time deadlines for real-time applications, limitation of code size related to low memory capacity and restrictions on energy consumption imposed by requirements on autonomy and low power dissipation.

The goal of the MORE project is to develop a framework to optimize embedded software with respect to two or three of these criteria (WCET, code size and energy consumption) at the same time.

In this paper, we focus on the impact of code compression, techniques used to reduce the code size on the Worst-Case Execution Time.

The impact of code compression on the average-case execution time could be two-edged: on one side, the number of accesses to the instruction cache and the number of cache misses are likely to be reduced; on the other side, the overhead of decompression might increase the execution time. Thanks to the use of an in-pipeline decompression engine, the decompression time penalty is hidden by pipelined execution. This is why experiments show an improvement of the observed execution time besides to the reduction of the code size.

The impact on the Worst-Case Execution Time is more difficult to predict: it is expected that the decompression overhead would not have more impact on the WCET than on the observed execution time. But the changes in the placement of code in memory engendered by code compression are likely to impact the results of the cache analysis. This is confirmed by our experiments that show that the profile of l-blocks is modified (the proportion of partial l-blocks, shared by several basic blocks, is greater in the compressed code) and that the distribution of l-block categories is changed. The result is, in most of the cases, an improvement of the WCET that is more significant than that of the average-case execution time. In other words, the impact of the code compression on the statistics of the l-blocks translates into a more accurate cache analysis and then more accurate WCET estimates.

These results show that code compression can be used in real-time critical systems without negative impact on Worst-Case Execution Times.

As future work, we plan to study how WCET-related information could be used in addition to static and dynamic information within the compression process to increase the accuracy of the cache analysis. This might help to improve further the WCET estimates.
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